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Abstract: In the context of COVID-19 Epidemic, the education industry across the country has 

been forced to adopt online teaching. This paper analyzes the changes of education pattern 

with the perspective of teacher-teaching mode, student-learning mode and mode of school 

management, and it explains the existence of teaching platform, teaching methods, teacher-

student interaction, network status and other issues of large-scale online teaching. This paper 

suggests carrying out the design goal of teaching problem oriented teaching mode in seven 

aspects from teaching content design, student academic analysis, courses for ideological and 

political education design, teaching method design, teaching process design, and teaching 

quality monitoring. During the process, four levels of talent training requirements are satisfied 

including courses for ideological and political education goals, classroom teaching goals, 

curriculum teaching goals and professional training goals. The goal problem oriented mode is 

implemented in the course of Fire and Explosion for the major of Safety Engineering, which 

provides a beneficial reference for the reform of teaching mode and the improvement of 

online teaching quality.  

Keywords: COVID-19 Epidemic; Online Teaching; Goal Problem; Courses for Ideological and 

Political Education 

 

1. Introduction 

In 2020, the sudden outbreak of COVID-19 

Epidemic has disrupted the rhythm of production 

and life around the world (Copiello & Grillenzoni, 

2020; Hemmati, 2020; Phoon & Chen, 2020). By the 

end of April, there were more than 6 million 

confirmed cases worldwide. At the end of January 

2020, the Ministry of Education requested that the 

start of the spring semester would be postponed 

nationwide and it proposed that the online teaching 

mode of "suspending classes without ceasing 

classes" would be launched nationwide. According 

to statistics, more than 1,400 universities and 

950,000 teachers in China have adopted more than  
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30 courses and technology platforms to carry out 

online teaching.  

By the beginning of April, the number of 

students participating in online teaching has 

reached 1.18 billion. Online teaching is the teaching 

method of education industry had during the 

outbreak, the emergence of large-scale online 

teaching will be an inevitably part of the teachers, 

which are unfamiliar with online teaching, teaching 

platform crowded, poor terminal hardware, and 

poor network. Single teaching method, weak 

regulation, and so on and so forth, it led to the 

decrease of the teacher's teaching effect, students' 

learning interest and teaching quality (Wu, 2020; 

Zhang et al, 2020). Large-scale online teaching is a 

huge challenge for the education industry, and 

provides opportunities for the reform and 

innovation of the teaching mode in colleges and 

universities (Wang, 2020). 
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Dewey, a famous American educator, believes

 that all education is born of experience, and that   

valuable experience contributes to and organizes m

ore facts and ideas: learning from experience links 

the acquisition of knowledge in school with activiti

es in the course of life (Dewey, 1938). In keeping wi

th Dewey's educational philosophy, Barrows. H. S. 

proposed the problem-oriented teaching method, 

which was later introduced into teaching in China a

nd renamed as problem-inspired, problem-oriente

d and other names (Barrows, 1996). Dr. Katz of the 

United States put forward the project-based teachi

ng method, which has been widely applied in vocat

ional curriculum teaching (Hong, 1998; Keegan, 200

1). The case teaching method proposed by Harvard

 University is an effective means to organize teachi

ng based on practice (Shi, 1984). The communicativ

e Language Teaching approach proposed by Hymes

 has become an important teaching method for lan

guage teaching (Hu, 1982; Liu, 2020). Dewey's inqu

iry-based teaching method is a pioneer of modern f

lipped classroom teaching mode (Liu, 1989). Lozan

ov's heuristic teaching emphasizes the developmen

t and cultivation of students' imagination and think

ing and it is applicable to all kinds of courses (Li, 19

79). During the epidemic, there is literature which 

put forward suggestions on changing the teaching s

trategy, improving the teaching design level and th

e assessment and evaluation methods of the online

 teaching model (Guo, 2020; Li et al., 2020; Ma et a

l., 2020).  

 In this paper, on the basis of existing research

, according to professor Ru-jin Zhou who puts forw

ard the target problem oriented teaching, the analy

sis of students, teachers, mental status, teaching d

esign, assessment evaluation and quality control pr

oblems from multiple perspectives such as teachin

g design should meet the target class, curriculum g

oal, training objective, curriculum  ideological and p

olitical education such as multi-level demand, to ca

rry out the goal problem oriented teaching in curric

ulum design and implementation of the fire explosi

on, strive to improve the effect of online teaching q

uality and students’ education during the epidemic

. 

2. Analysis of online teaching problems 

2.1 The change of educational form during the 
epidemic 

Teacher's teaching mode changed. Affected b

y the COVID-19 epidemic, the teaching mode has b

een forced to change from traditional face-to-face 

teaching to online teaching. There are a variety of t

eaching software, including Tencent Classroom, Te

ncent Conference, QQ group live broadcast, Rain Cl

assroom, Xuexitong, Blue Ink Cloud class, Ding Talk,

 Tik Tok live broadcast, etc. The lack of face-to-face 

communication and interaction between teachers 

and students makes it more difficult for teachers to

 grasp students' dynamics and knowledge mastery. 

In addition, some teachers have insufficient experi

ence in online teaching, unreasonable teaching pro

cess design, and the teaching effect is seriously affe

cted.  

Students' learning mode changed. The learnin

g mode of students has changed from traditional cl

assroom teaching to online teaching facing comput

er or mobile phone screen.  Poor communication b

etween teachers and students leads to students' in

ability to fully follow the pace of teachers, ineffecti

ve supervision leads to students' distraction, netwo

rk lag leads to decline in learning interest and a seri

es of problems.  

School management mode changed. Under th

e online teaching mode, it becomes more difficult f

or schools and teachers to supervise and manage s

tudents.  The existing management mode mainly in

cludes school teaching supervision, college teachin

g supervision, teacher attendance, random call, onl

ine question-and-answer, etc., which greatly chang

es the traditional management mode and increases

 the work difficulty for schools and teachers. 

2.2 Analysis of online teaching problems 

Limited by the online teaching mode, the follo

wing problems exist in the current teaching mode (

He et al., 2017; Hu and Xie, 2020; We, 2020; Yuan e
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t al., 2020): (1) the transfer of the classroom to the 

online teaching mode involves many teaching platf

orms, and some of the platforms have imperfect fu

nctions. Teachers are forced to use a combination 

of multiple platforms for teaching, and some teach

ers are inexperienced, which affects the teaching e

ffect. (2) Teachers give priority to teaching and are 

forced to return to traditional spoon-feeding teachi

ng. The teaching process is boring and the coordina

tion between teachers and students is insufficient. 

(3) The interaction means are simple, rigid, or even

 without interaction.  Students lack interest in learn

ing and their learning efficiency is reduced. (4) It is 

difficult for teachers to grasp the classroom atmosp

here and students' knowledge acquisition due to th

e lack of real-time response of students, which affe

cts the teaching effect. (5) Lack of effective supervi

sion, easy to occur learning state burnout, mind-wa

ndering and other conditions, learning desire furth

er decline. (6) Online teaching is limited by network

 conditions, which leads to problems in the teachin

g platform, such as frequent lag and dropped lines. 

Some students also have entertainment modes suc

h as "like" and "gift brushing" in online teaching, w

hich affect the normal teaching order. (7) Students 

mainly use computers and mobile phones in listeni

ng to lectures, especially the small screen of mobile

 phones, which affects students' eyesight; teachers 

and students in front of computers and mobile pho

nes for a long time, affecting their physical and me

ntal health. (8) Traditional teaching mode is in the c

ollective mode, while online teaching means that st

udents face the mobile phone screen alone, which i

s easily affected by family, network and other facto

rs.  Poor learning atmosphere is also one of the rea

sons leading to poor teaching effect. 

3. Goal - problem - oriented teaching design  

3.1 The basic idea of goal-oriented teaching 

Goal problem oriented teaching from learning

 problem design, teaching content design, student 

academic analysis, courses for ideological and politi

cal education design, teaching method design, teac

hing process design, and teaching quality monitorin

g and other seven aspects to carry out the teaching

 design, teaching design should meet the course ed

ucation, classroom teaching goals, teaching goal an

d professional training objectives, four levels of per

sonnel training requirements, goal problem oriente

d teaching basic ideas as shown in Figure 1.  

 (1) Objective principle. Teaching process desi

gn should reflect teaching goals, which are both th

e starting point and the foothold of teaching activit

ies.  

(2) System principles. The design of goal probl

em should reflect the systematisms and hierarchy, 

from the basic knowledge, key points, difficult poin

ts, practice, expand content and other multi-level s

ystematic design.  

(3) Synthesis principle. The design of goal prob

lem should reflect the require-mint of cultivating c

omprehensive quality of talents, it should pay atten

tion to students' independent learning ability, culti

vate students' ability to find and solve problems, an

d it’s supposed to run through ideological and polit

ical education in the course of teaching.  

(4) Principles of personality. According to the s

ystematic principles of teaching design, the learnin

g of basic knowledge, important knowledge and dif

ficult knowledge has basically met the goal require

ments of the course training, while the practical co

ntent and expanded knowledge mainly reflect the 

personalized training of students. 

3.2 Goal problem oriented teaching design 

Goal problem oriented teaching requires the te

achers to have strong professional quality, compre

hensive ability and innovative thinking ability.  The 

following is to carry out goal problem oriented teac

hing design from four aspects: teaching process de

sign, goal problem oriented design, curriculum ide

ological and political design and teaching quality m

onitoring.  

3.2.1 Teaching process design based on objecti

ve questions 
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The goal problem oriented teaching process is 

mainly divided into three stages: course analysis, t

eaching material preparation and teaching process,

 and the teaching effect feedback which is carried 

out by scientific teaching quality monitoring metho

d.  

 

Figure 1.  Basic Idea of Goal Problem Oriented Teaching 

 

(1) Course analysis stage. Teachers should deve

lop the curriculum syllabus according to the profes

sional training goals, and they should develop the t

eaching objectives of the course according to the s

yllabus. What’s more, teachers are supposed to int

egrate the important and difficult content of the co

urse chapter to develop the chapter teaching goals

.  

(2) The preparation stage of course materials. T

eachers are required to independently make or fin

d online course resources for online teaching accor

ding to the course chapter content and they should

 share offline course resources with students accor

ding to the offline teaching content, so as to facilit

ate students' independent learning.  

(3) Teaching stage. It is mainly divided into onli

ne teaching and offline teaching. Online teaching is

 mainly completed through live online teaching, wh

ich mainly includes goal problem oriented course c

ontent narration, video watching, interactive Q&A 

and other forms. Offline teaching is mainly comple

ted by students' independent learning, which main

ly includes students' pre-class preparation, watchin

g videos, completing homework and thinking about

 multi-level problems according to teachers' upload

ed resources.  

3.2.2 Design questions around teaching goals 

Question design in goal problem-oriented teac

hing requires teachers to design multi-level course 

questions around teaching objectives, which are m

ainly divided into five levels: basic questions, key q
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uestions, difficult questions, application questions 

and expansion questions.  

(1) Basic problems. Based on the basic concep

ts and definitions of the chapters, the complex que

stions are simplified, and the answers are given by 

teachers, in order to stimulate students' interest in 

learning.  

  

(2) Key issues. Through the simple basic questi

ons and phenomena, teachers can identify the key 

questions of the course and analyze the developme

nt and change rules of the questions. Students can 

find the answers through reading, deepen students

' cognition and understanding of the knowledge po

ints. This can arouse students' deep thinking in the 

direction of the questions.  

(3) Difficult problems. The difficult problems a

re the deep and difficult ones in the course chapter

s.  The invisible problems are shown to guide stude

nts to analyze the causes of the problems through t

he phenomena, reveal the essential characteristics 

of the problems, and cultivate students' thinking ab

ility.  

(4) Application problems.  

The design of application questions should refl

ect the characteristics of applying what one has lea

rned, put forward practical questions according to t

he development rules and trends of the industry. A

nd it should cultivate students' ability to combine t

heory with practice, improve students' professional

 quality, and meet the needs of professionals in the

 industry and profession.  

(5) Expansion problem. The design of extensio

n questions should realize the coordination of unifi

cation and differentiation, cultivate students' abilit

y to draw conclusions from one example to anothe

r, let students know what they are and why, and int

egrate curriculum ideology and politics in this proc

ess, meet students' personalized development, and

 complete the mission of higher education to cultiv

ate morality.    

3.2.3 Curriculum ideological and political design 

Curriculum ideological and political education 

is an effective way for higher education to cultivate

 students' moral values.  In the course of profession

al curriculum teaching, we should take the curricul

um as the carrier, fully explore the moral elements 

in professional knowledge, cultivate ideological and

 political environment, complete the integration of 

professional education and ideological and political

 education, and improve students' political beliefs a

nd values. The curriculum ideological and political c

onstruction should focus on the following key issue

s: 

(1) The improvement of teachers' political and

 ideological consciousness.  

Professional teachers should have the system

atic understanding and comprehensive application 

ability of ideological and political education system

, and they should master the characteristics, rules a

nd language forms of ideological and political educ

ation, and they are supposed to be able to connect 

and transform the professional curriculum and ideo

logical and political elements organically.  

(2) Construction of professional teaching mate

rials based on curriculum ideology and politics.  

On the basis of the ideological and political abi

lity of professional teachers, we should deeply expl

ore the development ability of curriculum material

s, integrate the curriculum ideological and political 

education into the curriculum materials, and create

 the ideological and political education environmen

t.  

(3) Teachers should permeate the course ideol

ogy and politic into the whole teaching process. Th

e integration of ideological and political elements i

nto the whole process of teaching, such as: in the p

rocess of teaching attendance, homework, assessm

ent and other links corresponding to the socialist c

ore values of integrity; the relationship between cu

rriculum and national industry development corres

ponds to patriotic sentiment; group discussion is fri
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endly to experiment. Practical courses correspond t

o dedication and so on.  

 (4) Combination of theory and practice. Based

 on the correlation between professional knowledg

e and ideological and political knowledge, the abstr

act problems in ideological and political elements a

re explained through specific problems in teaching 

cases, so as to guide students to discover and expe

rience ideological and political elements in courses 

and life. And it can cultivate socialist core value thi

nking and practice curriculum learning, outlook on l

ife, world outlook and values.  

(5) The combination of explicit education and i

mplicit education. Ideological and political course is

 the explicit education of college students' ideologi

cal and political education, and professional curricu

lum ideological and political education is its implicit

 education.  On the basis of explicit education, ideo

logical and political problems in professional curric

ulum should be deeply explored, so as to realize th

e coordination between explicit education and imp

licit education and promote the transformation of s

ubject moral education to curriculum ideological an

d political education.  

(6) Scientific evaluation of curriculum ideology

 and politics. It is necessary to adopt a scientific eva

luation mechanism to evaluate the teaching effect, 

establish a dynamic evaluation system of teaching 

content and form, and realize the integrated evalu

ation mechanism of university management from t

op to bottom and students from bottom to top, so 

as to ensure the implementation of curriculum tho

ught and administration. 

3.2.4 Teaching quality monitoring 

A scientific teaching quality monitoring system

 is the key link to ensure the effective implementati

on of goal problem oriented teaching mode. The te

aching quality monitoring system should include tw

o parts: teaching supervision and student feedback

, as shown in Figure 2: 

(1) Teaching supervision. It is necessary to set 

up the teaching supervision team which                                                                                                                                             

is composed of the experienced teachers, carry out 

teaching inspection and attend the lecture at 

random. The main supervision content includes 

professional personnel cultivation project, course 

syllabus, examination syllabus, teaching plan, 

course text, students' class situation, teaching 

process and other links.  

(2) Students' feedback. It's mainly composed of 

classroom interaction, teaching evaluation activities 

and course assessment effect, etc. The classroom 

interaction mainly includes attendance, classroom 

enthusiasm, interactive questions and answers, etc. 

The teaching evaluation activities is the most direct 

way to reflect the teaching mode effect, also 

embodies the students’ acceptance of teaching 

mode.  Examination mechanism should contain the 

form of usual performance, curriculum papers and 

examination, and the like. To characterize the 

implementation effect of the goal problem oriented 

teaching mode, examination content should 

contains fundamental knowledge and applied 

extended knowledge.
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Figure 2. Closed Loop of Teaching Quality Control 

 

4. Application of goal problem design in Fire and 

Explosion course of Safety Engineering  

4.1 Teaching process design 

There are three parts about the goal problem 

oriented teaching: curriculum analysis, preparation 

of course materials, curriculum teaching, as shown 

in Figure 3: 

 

Figure 3. The goal problem oriented teaching 
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(1) Course analysis stage. Combining the goal 

of training petroleum chemical process safety with 

emergency management engineering and technical

 talents for the major of safety engineering in our s

chool, we are supposed to determine the training p

rogram for the course of Fire and Explosion, design 

its teaching goal: training students to master the th

eoretical basis about the question of Explosive engi

neering, which can help them have a certain preve

ntive capacity to analyze and think about the accid

ent cases according to practical situation; in additio

n, hereby this training target, the syllabus and exa

mination syllabus are formulated. 

 

 (2) Preparation stage of course materials. In c

ombination with the course content, the phenome

na of fire and explosion in production and life, rele

vant cases, laws, regulations and standards are sort

ed out, and a large number of interesting materials

 are combined. For example, in explaining the vario

us forms, differences and relations of solid combus

tion, why is The Old Charcoal Seller rather than The

 Old Wood Seller? In this way, we can combine prof

essionalism with practice, prepare online and offlin

e course resources, deeply design multi-level target

 problems, and improve teaching plans, lecture not

es, videos, cases and other course materials on this

 basis. 

(3) Curriculum teaching stage. Be goal oriente

d, offline studying will raise questions to inspire stu

dents to study independently. For instance, when t

alking about the content of fire prevention, studen

ts are required to think from multiple perspectives 

about why the rural residences structure are mainl

y composed of brick and stone in China but the wo

oden structure mainly in America? After raise the q

uestions, when it comes to online teaching, it will a

nswer these basic questions from the professional 

point of view of fire prevention, also combined wit

h the actual from the resources, environment, cult

ure and other aspects of its difficult problems, appl

ication problems and expansion problems. The way

 of narration also flexible, include watching videos, 

questions and answers, students' reading thinking, 

subject testing and other forms to accomplish the t

eaching process. From online to offline, students th

rough studying independently, classroom listening,

 discussion on extension of problems, greatly expan

ded the curriculum content, it can be further smoo

thly to integrate professional knowledge with curri

culum ideology. For example, from the changes of 

Chinese and American dwellings, we can see the ch

anges of Chinese dwellings in recent decades, whic

h shows that the living conditions of the citizens ha

ve been greatly improved, so as to cultivate studen

ts' patriotic sentiment in a quiet way.  

4.2 The goal problem design 

The core part of goal problem oriented teaching, 

the goal problem design should start with the 

purpose of teaching, design problems in 

combination with curriculum content, and define 

the hierarchy of the goal problem, as shown in 

Figure 4: 
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Figure 4. the goal problem design 

 

(1) Basic problem design. It should design the b
asic question firstly in goal question design of the co
urse of Fire and Explosion, which is the basic concep
ts related to fire and explosion, such as: What is co
mbustion? What is an explosion? What are the thre
e elements influencing combustion? The answers ar
e given by teachers, and the types and characteristi
cs of combustion are introduced according to variou
s burning phenomena in life, will guide the students
’ interest and thinking on the key problems.  

(2) Key problem design. What are the stages of
 the combustion process? What are the theory of ac
tivation energy, peroxide theory and chain reaction 
theory of combustion? What are the categories of e
xplosions? What does explosion limit theory mean? 
Through various combustion phenomena in product
ion and life, the combustion process and various co
mbustion theories are introduced. The answers are 
to be found by students in reading, teachers to chec
k and fill the gaps, and students can learn independ
ently to deepen their understanding.  

(3) Difficult problem design. Heat release and h
eat dissipation curves during combustion? What are
 the factors that influence the explosion limit? The p
roblems of heat release and heat dissipation in the c
ombustion process and the factors influencing the e
xplosion limit are the difficult problems in this chapt
er, and also is the critical period for the combinatio
n of theory and practice. From the analysis of the he
at release process and the key factors of the explosi
on limit, students are prompted to think deeply abo

ut the technical means of fire and explosion protect
ion.  

(4) Application problem design. Why can firew
ood haystack produce spontaneous combustion? W
hat is the formation mechanism of sonic boom? Wh
at are its hazards and applications? Combine theory
 with practice, and on this basis, think about fire an
d explosion prevention, safety layout, emergency h
andling and other deep problems of safety disciplin
es, so as to cultivate students' professional quality.  

(5) Extension problem design. What is the chai
n reaction mechanism of fire and explosion caused 
by leakage and spread of hazardous chemical storag
e tank? Key problem from the industry guides stude
nts' divergent thinking, study of dangerous chemica
ls leakage diffusion characteristics, fire, explosion, t
arget tank failure mechanism, the deductive proces
s of domino accidents, etc. It can trigger the student
s' interest in scientific research, and from the aspect
s of chemical safety and emergency management in
to the course education, achieve the goal of college 
to foster morality and cultivate the students.  

5. Conclusion 

This paper analyzes the problems existing in 
online teaching during the epidemic, applies the 
goal-oriented teaching mode to the design of fire 
and explosion courses, and it draws the following 
conclusions: 

This paper analyzes the changes in education 
patterns and problems in online teaching during 
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COVID-19. The change of educational form during 
the epidemic period was analyzed mainly from the 
aspects of teacher teaching mode, student learning 
mode and school management mode. Based on the 
transformation of educational form, this paper 
analyzes the problems of online teaching, such as 
lecturing, simple interaction, difficult supervision 
and network status, which seriously affect the 
teaching effect.  

This paper designs target-oriented teaching. This 
paper studies the goal-oriented teaching to meet the 
requirements of the four levels of curriculum 
ideology, classroom teaching, curriculum teaching 
and talent training, and it analyzes the four 
principles of teaching design: target, system, 
synthesis and personality. And from the teaching 
process design, the goal question design, the 
curriculum ideological and political design and the 
teaching quality control and so on four aspects 
deeply discusses the goal question oriented teaching 
connotation.  

This paper proposes an objective design of fire 
and explosion course for safety engineering.  From 
the course analysis, teaching preparation and 
teaching process, we use these three stages to carry 
out the fire and explosion course teaching of safety 
engineering specialty, design basic questions, key 
questions, difficult questions, application questions 
and expansion questions, and we give the solution 
mode and teaching purpose, in order to correspond 
to the four levels of training goals in personnel 
training.  
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